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institutions liberally endowed by their founders who in their
charters set out at length their directions for the administra-
tion of these charities. It is to the lives of the saints that one
must turn, and not primarily to the Court historians if one
would picture the conditions of life in East Rome. And
because life was insecure and dangerous, suspicions were
easily aroused and outbreaks of violence and cruelty were
the natural consequence. The Europe of our own day ought
to make it easier for us to comprehend the passions of the
Byzantine world. We shall never realize to the full the
magnitude of the imperial achievement until we have learned
in some measure the price at which that achievement was
bought.
At the close of this brief Introduction an attempt may be
made to summarize in a few words the character of that
achievement: (i) as a custodian trustee East Rome preserved
much of that classical literature which it continuously and
devotedly studied; (ii) Justinian's Digest of earlier Roman
law salved the classical jurisprudence without which the
study of Roman legal theory would have been impossible,
while his Code was the foundation of the Empire's law
throughout its history. The debt which Europe owes for
that work of salvage is incalculable; (iii) the Empire con-
tinued to write history, and even the work of the humble
Byzantine annalist has its own significance: the annalists
begin with man's creation and include an outline of the
history of past empires because 'any history written on
Christian principles will be of necessity universal': it will
describe the rise and fall of civilizations and powers: it will
no longer have a particularistic centre of gravity, whether
that centre of gravity be Greece or Rome:1 a world salvation
needed a world history for its illustration: nothing less would
suffice. And to the Christian world history was not a mere
cyclic process eternally repeating itself, as it was to the Stoic.
History was the working out of God's plan: it had a goal and
the Empire was the agent of a divine purpose. And Byzan-
tine writers were not content with mere annalistic: in writing
1 R. G. Collingwood, The Idea of History (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1946),
pp. 46-50.

